Acquisition Workforce Flash #2

Additional Training and Development Options to Consider in FY 2020

*Question can be sent to the [OFPP InReach Inbox](mailto:OFPP InReach Inbox) or posted [here](#).*

---

**OFPP encourages the following training opportunities:**

- [Digital IT Acquisition Professional (DITAP) Training and Development Program](#) – up to 80 Continuous Learning Points (CLPs).
- [Leadership Training](#) – find leadership training options for acquisition professionals on [Project InReach Hub](#).
- [Publicly Available Learning Assets](#) – everything from interpersonal skills, leadership, difficult conversations, communication, public speaking, problem solving, and more!
- Present at an agency, industry or professional association conference – 1 CLP per hour
- Develop brown bag training for your organization – 1 CLP per hour
- Be a mentor or coach; pass on your knowledge and skills – 1 CLP per hour
- Try an innovative technique in your upcoming acquisition – earn up to 3 CLPs
- Do a rotational assignment in another functional area (finance, performance or IT), with your customer, or in another agency – 20 to 80 CLPs depending on length
- Experience [Open Opportunities](#) – a short term experiential project in an area you’re interested in – 1 CLP per hour

Be sure to share these ideas with your acquisition teams, colleagues, and customers.